
House of Fisher Launch hof Living - The 
New Easy Way of Renting an Apartment 

 
 
House of Fisher has launched hof Fisher Living, the new easy way of renting an apartment, 
as of February 2021. As the industry leader in the Thames Valley for Serviced Apartments 
and apart hotels, award-winning House of Fisher has launched hof Living as a new, highly 
flexible way to rent. The concept has been launched to meet the changing world we find 
ourselves in. We are all living for the moment so we have designed a product ‘for the 
moment’!! Flexibility, cost, reassurance, immediacy are all suddenly really important key 
words in this new world. So House of Fisher has designed a rental product that carries all 
these benefits!  
 
Hof Living - The New Easy Way of Renting an Apartment 
 
Hof Living is the alternative, refreshing way to rent. A flexible rental model from hof Living 
enables a fast move often in the space of 24 hours if the accommodation is available! Our 
product suits those moving home, changes in personal circumstances, relocation, project 
work, decentralising from a city location or arriving from abroad.  
 
As well as offering flexibility, hof Living provides ‘all-inclusive’ rentals making them highly 
competitive, affordable and moreover ‘easy’ as the hassle of signing up to utility companies 
is avoided! The savings are noticed immediately with the initial deposit being fixed at just 
£500 rather than 6-weeks thus saving around £1500 on an apartment. 



 
Hof Living monthly cost is fully inclusive with no hidden costs. Often overlooked, these costs 
total an average of £340 per month for a 1 bedroom apartment. Hof Living are all-inclusive at 
one fixed monthly cost, completely flexible, and eliminates the stress of setting up multiple 
direct debits and long term contracts with utility companies. 
 
Hof Living compliments our much acclaimed House of Fisher serviced apartment product 
which remains a core offer to both existing and new guests. 
 
Are You Interested In A New Way Of Renting? 
 
If you’re interested in a new, all-inclusive, fully flexible way of renting, visit the dedicated hof 
Living website page or call hof Living on 01189 514151. There is a large selection of readily 
available studio, 1-bed, 2-bed and 3-bedroom apartments across the Thames Valley in 
Reading, Newbury, Maidenhead, Bracknell, Basingstoke, Farnborough and Camberley. 
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